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Abstract 
 

The data hiding in encrypted image (RDHI) is introduced to preserve an 

image secrecy and the data embedding, RDHI is usually involves in 3 types 

named Image provider, Data hider and Data receiver. This work combines 

three keys that is Shared One Key (SOK), Shared No Secret Key (SNK) and 

Shared Independent Secret Key (SIK) to achieve multi secret sharing on 

images. In Secret Key SIK, the data hider and image provider shares the 

secret keys with data receiver individually. No secret key has been shared in 

SNK. The proposed SNK scheme uses homomorphic encryption to achieve 

reduced computational cost and energy. In the secret key SOK, image 

provider shares a key with the data receiver. 

 

Keywords: Cryptography, privacy, secret key, energy, homomorphic 

encryption 

 

1 Introduction 
 

The Reversible data hiding in image allows secret messages to cover 

media such as medical images and military applications, and to perform the 

reversible process to extracts hidden secret messages [1]. Two seminal ideas 

in data hiding are difference expansion and histogram shifting. Difference 

expansion method specifies the difference between two adjacent pixels are 

increased to twice the number to release a Least Significant bit (LSB) value  
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[2]. In histogram shifting method, peak points and zero are used to embedded 

the cipher by modifying the pixel value.  For the maintenance of patient 

safety, medical images are encrypted. Some data was embedded in encrypted 

images by a database administrator. The RDHEI technique not only 

guarantees image quality, but also protects image privacy. You can also split 

the receiver into two stages, Decryption and Extraction[3]. We can stipulate 

these two types of receivers, Rdec and Rext. Rdec performs decryption and 

Rext uses a decrypted image to retrieve an encrypted image[7-16]. 

 

2 Related Work 
 

2.1 Feasibility Study 
 

The status of the work can be analyzed during this phase and a general 

project plan and cost estimation can be provided. It ensures that the system 

that was newly proposed does not have a burden on the organization. Some 

major requirements are needed for the feasibility analysis. In this feasibility 

study three key considerations are involved  such as Economic Feasibility, 

Technical Feasibility and Social Feasibility. 

 

2.1.1 Economic Feasibility 
 

For the proposed system, the organization needs to make a wise 

investment so that the financial rewards are equal to and less than the cost of 

the project but do not exceed the cost. Every organization wants to reduce 

costs and, at the same time, to maintain the quality of service. The proposed 

system will reduce costs, increase manual work and increase the speed of 

work. 

 
2.1.2 Technical Feasibility 
             

       Technical feasibility is the study of the application software. Some 

technical issues were raised during feasibility study.  It evaluates the both 

software  and hardware requirements. It provides sufficient memory to 

process the data. The installation process of the system is very efficient. The 

system accepts the requests from the user and gives the responses without 

delay.  

 

2.1.3 Social Feasibility 
          

        Social feasibility meets the requirements of an organization. The 

proposed system is beneficiary when an organization knows about the 

information system. Social feasibility also measures how the people can able 

to work with system[4]. The system is more supported and friendly to the 

user.  

The techniques are defined in a proper manner to avoid the loss of data. 

The working will be easier and flexible. 
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3 Proposed System 
 

To achieve better efficiency, we constructed an efficient scheme to create 

Shared Independent Key (SIK).  

In order to preserve privacy, the receiver shares just one secret key with i

mage provider. The advantages of this proposed system is High Security, no 

time elapsing and the Key field is allotted as text document. 

 
4 Algorithm  
 

Algorithm used in this reversible data hiding in an image is Least 

Significant Algorithm (LSB) which is used to encrypt the data. It is a 

common and simple approach to embedded the information in an image[5]. 

The Cryptographic algorithm LSB is used to convert the image into three 

parts such as Red, Green, Blue (RGB)[6]. Each color has 0 to 255 values and 

these three colors are used to collect the pixels that converts the image to 

encrypt. Least Significant Bit is a technique in which pixels of image is 

replaced with the data bits. This approach is easy to understand and 

implement.  

 
5 Detail Description of Technology 
 

5.1 An Introduction to Python 
 

Python is a dynamic, high-level object-oriented language. It emphasizes 

readability of code and a syntax that allows programmers to express code in 

C++ and Java languages. It’s interpreters are presented for a number of 

operating systems. Figure 1 shows Archiecture of Python. 

 

 
                                       Figure 1 Archiecture of Python 
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5.2 DJANGO 
 

Django is a Python Web System of high quality. Django promotes fast 

production and smooth, pragmatic design. It concentrates on the creation of 

the Web and also writes the software without the wheel. It is a system of 

democracy and opensource. The main objective is to create complex websites 

that are focused on databases. The reusability and plug-in of components is 

also underlined. For files and data structures, Python is used. Django offers 

administrative interfaces for developing, reading, updating and deleting, and 

introspectively and with admin models configured. Figure 2 shows Django 

Web System. 

 
Figure 2 Django Web System 

 

6 System Design 
 

6.1 Input Design 
         Input design is a relation between the user and the system of 

information [6]. It can be achieved by checking the computer to read the data 

from a detailed or written document or by making people hold the data 

directly from the system and creating data and putting transaction data into a 

usable form. The input focuses on the appropriate input, checks errors and 

avoids additional steps. The input ensures privacy and protection. 

OBJECTIVES: 

Input Design is the process of translating user-oriented input definition 

into a computer-based system. This design is better suited to avoid errors and 

also has the correct computer system details. It has user-friendly data input 

screens to accommodate big data volumes. The main purpose of the input is 

to simplify data without errors. It offers record viewing equipment. When 

data are entered, validity is verified. Data can be entered using Screens. The 

purpose of the input design is to easily follow the input layout. 

 

6.1.2 Output Design 
 

The quality output is one that clearly provides the end user with the 

details. The results are communicated with outputs to the users of any device. 

The knowledge is however displaced by a hard-copy result for the user. For  
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the customer, this information is the most relevant and direct source. The 

performance design strengthens the relationship between the device and an 

effective and intelligent way for users to determine. The output of computers 

is achieved in a well structured way. The correct output must be created 

during each output feature to make it easier for people to find the method. 

The basic output should be defined to satisfy the requirement in the research 

computer output[4]. For presenting we use selective methods. Document 

production, reporting, or other formats provide information that the device 

can create. The production should include the goals below. Convey past 

activity information, current status or predictions, potential, indicate 

significant events, openings, challenges, or alert, cause an action, and 

confirm an action. We use selective methods to present them[5]. Creating 

papers, reports or other formats includes system-generated information. The 

findings should have the following goals. Transmit information about past 

operations, current statuses or predictions, future developments, signs, 

prospects, concerns or alerts. 

 

7 System Architecture 
 

The computational design describing the structure and behavior of an 

architectural system description is a system architecture description which is 

structured such that reasoning about the structural properties of the system is 

facilitated. The system architecture specifies the components of the system 

and describes the strategy for the system from which it has been obtained. 

Figure 3,4,5 shows Activity Diagram, UML Diagram and Data Flow 

Diagram. 

 

 
 
                                                         Figure 3: Activity Diagram  
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                                   Figure 4: UML Diagram  

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5: Data Flow Diagram 
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8 System Implementation 
 

This stage is the theoretical concept becomes a working device. The 

critical phase is a successful system that requires careful planning, 

investment in existing processes and implementation constraints, the design 

of methodologies to bring about improvement in methods and to provide 

trust in this system for users. 

The phase starts by drawing up a system plan. In accordance with these 

operations, these arrangements shall be enforced. 

The coding phase is a contact between humans and the machine. The 

characteristics and coding style will deeply influence the quality of the 

program. The following features are used in the coding.   

 Maintainability 

 Code effectiveness 

 Memory efficiency 

The user should be careful in implementing a project to ensure that 

whether it is implemented properly or not. The user should not change the 

purpose while implementing.  

It requires meticulous preparation, analysis into its drawbacks, and 

design of strategies for completing changeover methods. This is the crucial 

phase for successfully implementing a new framework. 

 

8.1 MODULES: Encryption 
 

To encrypt the cover picture, key sharing functions as symmetric 

encryption. In this method, we use one common key between P and R. It 

does not, however, produce shares for each pixel, such as Wu and even 

method. In order to maintain the total number, we pack together t pixels and t 

random variables to generate t shares and return as encrypted pixels and as 

key random variables. It prevents the scale blow-up by using t random 

variables and even correctly holds decryption. The approach is inspired by 

multi-secret sharing, but secrecy has been subtly altered. 

 

8.2 Data Embedding 
 

We divide the text into multiple units then for incorporating a unit we 

generates t shares without a key and and we use homomorphic analysis and 

embedding method to embedded the message into it's encrypted pixels. 

 

8.3 Secret Sharing 
 

It serves as the essential primitive protection offering, multiple secrets 

retain complexity in scale, and the data embedding is implicitly realized  
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through homomorphism. A concept called OAMSS-operating addition 

homomorphism in multi-secret exchange is given and introduced in the 

formal definition of the system. In order to compare the key size used in 

OAMSS, we also have another tool. 

 

9 System Testing 
 

The main objective of this testing is to identify errors and it offers a way 

to verify the functionality of components. There are different forms of test in 

which each addresses a particular requirement. It ensure that the system that 

not malfunction, that it meets the requirements and satisfies the customer, 

here the system built is checked with duplicate or original data. It is the 

critical process that consume half of the development time. The attributes of 

good test is listed here. 

 A successful evaluation should not be redundant 

 Should be best in breed 

 Should be neither basic nor complicated 

 

9.1 Unit Testing 
   

 Modules are the software units in a system and routines that are 

assembled to perform a particular function. Modules at various levels are 

required in a broad device. With the smallest and lowest level modules, it can 

be performed from the bottom up and proceed at a moment. A short program 

implements a bottom-up test for each module and provides the necessary 

details. 

 

9.2 Integration Testing 
 

     Integration checking is an organized process for establishing the software 

structure when performing test to find errors. Objectives are used to take unit 

testing and construct software framework that has been guided by design. 

The research is done as all the components were to render it a dynamic 

device. The project will work efficiently after integration. 

 

9.3 Validation Testing 
 

In several respects, validation testing can be defined, but simply defined 

is that the client can fairly anticipate it. 

 Upon validation test, one of two potential conditions occurs 

 The features affirm the criteria and are approved. 

 A divergence from the standard is defined and a list of shortcomings is 

developed. 

The validation test will be conducted against the module in this project. 

It is then evaluated for the field ID with true and incorrect inputs. 
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9.4 White Box Testing 
 

It is also called the testing of glass cases. It is a type of test case design 

that uses the procedural design's control mechanism to derive test cases. By 

using this, we can extract test instances. This testing is performed against 

some module for the patient. Without inserting any text, the message "First 

add record and then save it" appears when we submit it. 

 

9.5 Black Box Testing 
 

The coded module is treated by this method as a blackbox. It runs on 

inputs which are likely to make mistakes. The performance is then tested to 

see the errors that have arisen. Since some of the errors can depend on the 

code or algorithm used to execute the module, this approach cannot be used 

to verify all the errors. 

 

9.6 Result Analyis 
 

Table 1 Experimental results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6 Comparison chart 
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From the above experimental data (Table 1 and figure 6), we can get 

conclude that the amount of data embedding is greater than the existing SIK 

and SOK techniques with respect to texture images with sizes of 512 × 512 

pixel. 

In the research work, the amount of data embedded is compared with 

various algorithms against the embedded rate. It shows that the SNK 

technique provides high embedding rate compared to the other techniques 

over the various percentage of data hidden scenarios. 

 
10 Conclusion 
 

The existing work fails to achieve low computational cost in some 

circumstances. But our proposed algorithm achieves both reduced 

computational cost and energy using SNK technique.  Secret key was not 

shared directly in SNK. So this work ensures the unauthorized access from 

third party users. However existing SNK is rely on additive homomorphic 

encryption. So in future we shall convert SNK scheme with some properties 

to a SOK version. 
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